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1. The Basics 
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Install Software 
Download and launch srcwaresetup.exe: 
 

                            
 
Click on Next, accept the default values and click on Finish.   
 
The default main directory is C:\SRCware where the SRCware executable and supporting modules are located. For user analysis, the 
subdirectory C:\SRCware\data\datasets\datain contains all input data sets—where datasets can be placed to be analyzed.  The directory 
C:\SRCware\data\datasets\dataout contains all data sets created by SRCware. The directory C:\SRCware\data\output stores the results of 
submitted and processed scripts and contains the results of analyses such as log, output, and script files. The output directory performs the 
useful role of archiving all user analyses—including generated datasets. In this way the user can compare analyses across different program 
execution runs and navigate through multiple analyses facilitated by having output subdirectories generated and tagged with a timestamp.   
 
You can now launch SRCware by clicking on the desktop icon (if installed) or running it from the start programs menu.  
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Uninstall Software 
 
To uninstall the software for some reason, please follow these steps: 
 

1. Select Start menu, Programs, SRCware, Uninstall    or 
2. Using Windows Explorer delete the directory C:\SRCware 
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Dataset Folders and Data Management and Procedure Buttons 
When you first start SRCware the below window appears. This guide makes frequent reference to “Dataset Folders” and  
data management  and procedure “Buttons.”   
 
Dataset Folders can be found in the white box and the Buttons are arrayed in a row at the top of the window. 
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SRCware File Folder Structure 

SRCware file folders are located in the directory C:\srcware\data. The directory contains three main folders—
DATASETS, MYOUTDIR, and OUTPUT.  
 

    
 
 
The DATASETS folder has two sub-folders—DATAIN and DATAOUT.  DATAIN contains the text datasets that you 
plan to use.  DATAIN also contains the meta files necessary for use of any SRCware procedure. Meta files are generated 
from you text files with METADATA procedure (see pp zzz). You can place text datasets in DATAIN by coping or 
dragging them to C:\srcware\data\datasets\datain.  In the example, there are six text datasets and two meta files in the 
DATAIN folder. 
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The DATAOUT sub-folder is where datasets outputted by SRCware are automatically placed. In the example, the 
SRCware impute procedure outputted two imputed datasets—impute.met and impute2.met. These datasets will be 
replaced if a subsequent imputation calls for output files with the same names. 
 
The MYOUTDIR is a work folder where outputted files are temporarily placed during the submission of a SRCware 
procedure. At the completion of the submission the files are removed from the folder. 
 

The OUTPUT folder contains separate sub-folders for each SRCware submission. The sub-folder name reflects the date 
and time of the submission and contains the results of the submission. The .log file contains a history of the submission 
including any errors in the submitted script. The .lst file provides the results of the submission (i.e., regression estimates, 
imputation results). If the submission calls for outputted datasets they are also included in the sub-folder. The outputted 
datasets will be identical to those outputted in the DATAOUT sub-folder (i.e.,  impute.met and impute2.met). Outputted 
datasets in the OUTPUT folder will be retained. 
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Loading Data Sets 

All datasets in the directory C:\srcware\data\datasets\datain will be available for your use. To see available datasets, 
click on the DATAIN folder and in the white box. If you want to add more data sets, you can drag and drop them into 
C:\srcware\data\datasets\datain using Windows Explorer.  
 
Choose the dataset you want to work with by highlighting its name and clicking the DATAIN button.   
 
The DATASET LOADED message with the name of the data set you selected will appear under the DATA 
SOURCES heading. In the example, the dataset MYDATA3.TXT was loaded. 
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Selecting a SRCware Data Management or Statistical Procedure 
To select a SRCware procedure, click on a button labeled with the procedure name—METADATA, IMPUTE, 
DESCRIBE, REGRESS or SYNTHESIZE. 
 
After clicking on the procedure button, a variable window will appear. In the example, the METADATA procedure 
was selected. The METADATA procedure converts your text file to a meta file (see pages 9-21). This conversion 
must be done prior to using a SRCware statistical procedure.  
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 2. The Metadata Procedure 
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Converting a Text File to a Meta File  
To  use a SRCware statistical procedures your text file must first be converted to a Meta file. After loading your text file 
(see page 7) click on the METADATA button and the below window will open. It is here that you define your meta—
variable names, labels, type and values. In the example, the MYDATA3.TXT file was loaded. 
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Variable Name 
In the first column labeled “Variable” you must assign variable names in the order in which they appear in your text file. 
Double click on the box to the right of the number and type in the variable name. The first variable in the MYDATA3 
dataset is PHONE.  
 
If your text file has a header row containing variable names see page 19,  “Using a Header to Load Variable Names”  
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Variable Labels (Optional) 
The second column in the METADATA window is reserved for entering variable labels. Variable labels are optional. 
Double click on the box to the right of the variable name and enter the label. In the example, AGE84 has been assigned 
the label “REPONDENT’S AGE IN 1984.” 
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Variable Type  
You must specify how each variable is to be stored—character, numeric, integer, or floating number. First highlight the 
variable or variables to be assigned a type. Then click on the dialog box to the left of the SELECT VARIABLE TYPE 
button and select the appropriate type. Then click on the SELECT VARIABLE TYPE button. 
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Variable Type  
Once you click on the SELECT VARIABLE TYPE button the designated type will appear in the column headed 
“Variable Type.”  In the example, the first nine variables in the MYDATA3 dataset were designated numeric. 
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Codeframe (Optional) 
If you wish you may assign labels to variable codes.  In the column headed “Codeframe” type the code followed by the 
label. In the example, the variable SEX has two possible values, 1 is assigned the label MALE, and 2 is assigned 
FEMALE. 
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Delimiter Type 
It is necessary to inform SRCware the type of delimiter used to separate data elements in your text file. Click on the 
dialog box to the right of the word DELIMITER and highlight the appropriate delimiter type—TAB, SPACE, COMMA, 
COLON or PIPE.  In the example, TAB was selected. 
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Generate the Meta File 
Once you have fully specified your text data file you can generate the Meta file by clicking on the GENERATE bar at 
the bottom of the window. 
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Meta File  
After clicking on the Generate bar, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and time of the 
generation.  Errors in the Meta file generation will be reported in the log file.  If the generation was successful, the Meta 
file will be listed is the DATAIN directory.   
 
In the example, MYDATA3.MET is now listed in the DATAIN directory.  MYDATA3.MET can now be loaded for use 
with any SRCware procedure. 
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Using a Header to Load Variable Names  
If your text file contains a header row with variable names you can load the names directly into the METADATA 
window. In the example, the text file TEST has been opened to reveal that the file’s first row contains variable names. 
To open a file, highlight the file name in the DATAIN folder and click on the FILE icon at the top left of the window. 
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Using a Header to Load Variable Names  
After a text file with a header row has been loaded and the METADATA procedure selected, variable names can be 
loaded by clicking on the LOAD VARIABLE button. In the example, TEST.TXT was loaded and METADATA 
selected. 
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Using a Header to Load Variable Names  
After clicking on the LOAD VARIABLE button the variable names are listed in the first column of the METADATA 
window. The meta file can now be further defined—variable labels, variable type, code values and delimiter type. (see 
pp 11-16). 
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3. The Impute Procedure 
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 Selecting the Imputation Procedure 
After loading a meta file, click on the IMPUTE button. This will open the Model Variables window, listing all variables 
in the loaded meta file. 
 
In the example, TEST was previously loaded. The meta file must be loaded before selecting a SRCware procedure (see 
page 7). 
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Declaring Variable Type  
To declare a variable type, highlight the variable (s) in the Model Variables window. Click the arrow on the dialog box 
to the left of the DEFAULT VARIABLE TYPE button and select the appropriate type. Then click on the DEFAULT 
VARIABLE TYPE button.  
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Declaring Variable Type  
After DEFAULT VARIABLE TYPE is clicked the selected type appears in the column headed “Variable Type.” In the 
example, nine variables were declared categorical. 
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Restricting Imputation Variables  
To restrict a variable, highlight a variable by clicking on its name and then click the box in the “Restrict” column.  In the 
box, type in the restriction.  In the example, the imputation of the variable NUMCIG (Number of Cigarettes Smoked) is 
restricted to SMOKE codes 2 and 3 (Smokers and Former Smokers). 
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Applying Bounds to Imputed Variables 
To place bounds on an imputed value, highlight a variable by clicking on its name. Then click the box in the “Bound” 
column and type in the bound instruction. In the example, the imputed value of YRSSMOKE (Number of Years 
Smoked) must be greater than 0 and less than the respondent’s current age minus 12. Smoking is assumed not to begin 
before the age of 12. 
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Imputation Parameters 
Clicking on the Parameters tab opens the imputation Parameter window. Enter the appropriate parameter value in the 
space to the right of the parameter name. In the last parameter, DATAOUT, you can specify a name for the outputted 
imputed files. The default name is Impute. 
 
After you complete entering all parameters, click on the ANALYZE bar at the bottom of the window. This will generate 
the imputation script. The script can be viewed by clicking on the SCRIPT tab. 
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The Impute Script Window  
The imputation script contains instructions entered in the Model Variables and Parameter windows. The script can be 
modified by returning to the Model Variables or Parameter window and entering changes. After entering changes you 
must once again click on the ANALYZE bar in Parameter window to update the script. You can also type script changes 
directly in the script window. 
 
Submit your script for processing by clicking on the SUBMIT bar at the bottom of the Script window. 
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Output Files 
After the script submission is completed, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and time of 
the script submission. Here you will find the results of the Imputation procedure. Errors in the submitted script will be 
reported in the impute.log file. If the script was successful the imputation results can be found in impute.lst. 
 
To open an output file, highlight the file and click on the File icon at the top left of the window. In the example, 
impute.lst has been opened. 
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Imputed Data Sets 
After a successful submission of the imputation script, the imputed datasets can be found in the DATAOUT folder. The 
example script, calling for two imputations, outputted the data sets Impute and Impute2.   
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Analyzing Imputed Data Sets 
By highlighting the imputed datasets and clicking the DATAOUT button, the imputed data sets are loaded and can be 
used in a SRCware analysis procedure.  
 
In the example, Impute and Impute2 were loaded and the DESCRIBE procedure opened.  The data sets to be analyzed 
are listed at the top of the DESCRIBE window. (The loaded message lists only the name of the first imputed data set 
loaded.) 
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Glossary of Impute Commands 
 
DECLARING VARIABLE TYPES 

IMPUTE requires that the SAS data set variables be defined by type. Six types of variables are recognized by the IMPUTE module: 
continuous, categorical, count, mixed, transfer and drop. If no variable types are specified, all variables will be assumed to be 
continuous. Variable types should be declared before any BOUNDS, INTERACT, or RESTRICT statements (see below). 
 
CONTINUOUS  variable list; 

    Variables declared as CONTINUOUS may take on any value on a continuum. Income is an example of a continuous variable. A 
normal linear regression model is used to impute the missing values in these variables. You may want to transform the variable to 
achieve normality and then impute on the transformed scale. After imputation you may re-transform the variable back to its 
original form. 

 
CATEGORICAL variable list; 

    CATEGORICAL variables have values that represent discrete values. Gender is a categorical variable. A logistic or generalized 
logistic model is used to impute missing categorical  values. 

 
MIXED variable list; 

Variables declared as MIXED are both categorical and continuous.  In a mixed variable a value of zero is treated as a discrete 
category, while values greater than zero are considered continuous. Alcohol consumption is an example of a mixed variable. A two 
stage model is use to impute the missing values. First, a logistic regression model is used to impute zero vs. non-zero status. 
Conditional on imputing a non-zero status, a normal linear regression model is used to impute non-zero values. 

 
   COUNT variable list; 

  COUNT variables have non-negative integer values. A Poisson regression model is used to impute the missing values. The  
  number of annual doctor visits is an example of a COUNT variable 

 
DROP variable list; 

Variables listed after the DROP keyword will be excluded from the imputation procedure and will not appear in the imputed data 
set. 

 
   TRANSFER variable list; 

Variables listed after the TRANSFER keyword are carried over to the imputed data set, but are not imputed nor used as predictors 
in the imputation model. Transfer variables, however, can be used in the RESTRICT and BOUNDS statements (see below). ID is 
an example of a variable that you might want to treat as a transfer variable. 

 
   DEFAULT variable type; 
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Variable type can be Continuous, Categorical, Count, Mixed, Transfer or Drop. This keyword declares that by default all the 
variables in the data set should be treated as the variable type. The most efficient use of the DEFAULT statement is to declare 
the most numerous variable type in your data set as the default type, eliminating the need to type a long list of variables. 

 
 

Optional Statements 
 
  RESTRICT variable(logical expression); 

This command is used to restrict the imputation of a variable to those observations that satisfy the logical expression. For instance, 
suppose that the variable Yrssmoke indicates the number of years an individual smoked, and the variable Smoke takes the value 1 for 
a current smoker, 2 for a former smoker or 0 for someone who never smoked.  

 
Then the declaration, 

   RESTRICT Yrssmoke(Smoke=1,2); 

will impute Yrssmoke values only for current and former smokers.  It will automatically set Yrssmoke equal to 0 for never smokers. 
 

Restrictions on more than one variable may be combined as follows: 
   RESTRICT Yrssmoke(Smoke=1,2) Births(Gender=2) Income(Employed=1); 

When the restriction is not met, the value of the restricted variable will be set to zero for continuous variables and one higher than the 
highest observed code for categorical variables.  

 
  BOUNDS variable (logical expression); 

This keyword is useful for restricting the range of values to be imputed for a variable. 
  

For example, 
   BOUNDS Yrssmoke (> 0,<= Age-12); 

will ensure that the imputed values for Yrssmoke are between 0 and the individual’s Age minus 12. Smoking is assumed not to begin 
before the age of 12.  

 
Again, as in the RESTRICT statement more than one variable can be included in the BOUNDS statement. 

 
For example, 

   BOUNDS Yrssmoke (>0,<= Age-12) Numcig(>0); 
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 Model-Building Statements 
 The following commands are useful in the specification of the imputation model. 
 
  INTERACT variable*variable; 

This keyword enables the users to specify interaction terms to be include in the  
imputation  regression model.  

                 INTERACT Income*Income, Age*Race; 

In this example, the imputation model for all the variables will include a square term for Income and an interaction term of Age and 
Race.  

 
STEPWISE REGRESSION 

    
                     MAXPRED number; OR MAXPRED varlist2 (number); 

Specifies the maximum number of predictor variables to be included as predictors in the regression model.  A step-wise regression 
procedure is used to select the best predictors subject to the maximum number. Setting MAXPRED to a small number of 
predictors will greatly reduce the computational time especially for a very large data sets but the imputations will not be fully 
conditional. 

 
For example, 

 MAXPRED 5; 

 will include the five best predictor variables, the five making the largest contribution to the r-square. 
 
    You can also restrict the number of predictors for selected variables. 

 MAXPRED Income (7) Educ (3); 

will limit the number of predictors of Income to the seven largest contributors to the r-square, while the number of predictors of 
Educ are limited to the three largest contributors. For other variables, all variables will be used as predictors.  
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MINRSQD decimal; 
Specifies the minimum marginal r-squared for a stepwise regression. (Minimum initial marginal r-squared for a logistic regression, 
and minimum initial r-squares for any code being predicted for a polytomous regression.)  This can reduce computation time. A 
small decimal number like 0.005 would build very large regression models whereas 0.25 will include a smaller number of predictors 
in the regression models. If neither MAXPRED nor MINRSQD is set then no stepwise regression will be preformed.  
 
MINRSQD 0.01; 

In this example, only variables with minimum additional r-square of 0.01 or higher will be included as predictors. 
 

   MAXLOGI number; 
Specifies the maximum number of iterative algorithms to be performed in a logistic or multilogit regression model. The default is 
50. This is useful if the Newton-Raphson algorithm used in producing maximum likelihood estimates does not converge after 50 
iterations. This applies to the convergence criterion for the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models. You can check 
whether you have such a non-convergence problem by inspecting the log file (e.g., mysetup.log). 

 
   MINCODI decimal; 

Specifies the minimum proportional change in any regression coefficient to continue the logistic regression iteration process. This 
applies to the convergence criterion for the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models. 

 
  ITERATIONS number; 

Specifies the number of cycles you would like the imputation program to carry out.  You can specify any number greater than or equal 
to 2.  Current investigations show that about 10 cycles are sufficient for most imputations. You may want to experiment with several 
values and check the differences in the resulting analysis. 

 
  MULTIPLES number; 

Indicates the number of imputations to be performed.  By default only a single imputation is generated. Multiples and iterations 
determine p (see page 11). If multiples were specified as 5 and multiples as 10 then a total of 50 cycles will be performed. After every 
10th cycle an imputed data set will be created. 
 

 
  PERTURB instruction; 

The keyword PERTURB followed by an instruction (COEF/SIR) allows the user to control perturbations of imputed values. By 
default the IMPUTE module will perturb model coefficients using a multivariate normal approximation of the posterior distribution 
and the predicted values using the appropriate regression model conditional on the perturbed coefficients. This is equivalent to using 
the COEF instruction. SIR uses the Sampling-Importance-Resampling algorithm to generate coefficients from the actual posterior 
distribution of parameters in the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models  (See Rubin 1987a, Raghunathan and Rubin 
1988, Raghunathan 1994, Gelman, et. al 1995). This is appropriate in situations where normal approximation to the posterior 
distribution is not appropriate. 
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PERTURB Sir;  

 
  SEED number; 

Specifies a seed for the random draws from the posterior predictive distribution.  Number should be greater than zero. A zero seed 
will result in no perturbations of the predicted values or the regression coefficients.  If the SEED keyword is missing from the setup 
file then the seed will be determined by your computer’s internal clock. 
 

  NOBS number; 
NOBS indicates the number of observations to be used in the analysis. By default all observations in the data set will be used. You 
might use NOBS to subset a large data set while testing your setup file. 

 
  OFFSETS count variables (offset variable) ; 

This statement is used to specify an offsets variable when fitting a Poisson regression model. 
 
For example, 

OFFSETS  Injuries(Years); 

   will fit a model predicting the number for injuries occurring per year. 
 
  PRINT instruction; 

Indicates the printout desired. The options are STANDARD, DETAILS, COEF, and ALL.  
 
For the IMPUTE procedure, the STANDARD and DETAILS keywords instruct IVEware to print the number and distribution of 
observed values, imputed values, and combined observed and imputed values for each variable.  
 
The keyword COEF instructs IMPUTE to also print the unperturbed and perturbed coefficients for each iteration of each multiple 
imputation. When the ALL keyword is used, in addition to the above, the coefficient covariance matrix for each iteration of each 
multiple imputation is also printed. 
 
IMPUTE also printouts a list of the variables used in the imputation model with columns indicating the number of observed cases and 
the number of imputed cases for each of the variables. 
 
The third column of the variable list, labeled “double counted,” is to be used for diagnostic purposes. This entry should be zero. A 
non-zero entry indicates that the imputed value of a restricting variable has caused the observed value of a restricted variable to be set 
to the restricted value (zero for continuous variables, one higher than the highest observed code for categorical variables; see 
RESTRICT above). This usually indicates a mis-specification of the restriction or an inconsistency in the observed data. In either case, 
you need to run a data step before the imputation to check the appropriateness of the restriction or correct the data inconsistency.  
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For example, if the variable SMOKE, indicating whether or not a respondent smokes, is missing and the variable YRSMK, indicating 
the number of years the respondent has smoked, is observed, then logically the respondent should be classified as a smoker. If  
SMOKE is not given a value indicating the respondent is a smoker in a SAS data step prior to imputation, the missing value could 
possibly be imputed to a nonsmoker value, causing IMPUTE to change the observed value for YRSMK to zero.  
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4. The Describe Procedure 
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Selecting the Describe Procedure 
After loading a meta file, click on the DESCRIBE button. This will open the Model Variables window, listing all 
variables in the loaded meta file. 
 
In the example, MYDATA1 was previously loaded. The meta file must be loaded before selecting a SRCware procedure 
(see page 7). 
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Variable Selection and Analysis Type 
To perform a descriptive analysis of a variable (s), highlight the variable in the Model Variables window. Click the 
arrow on the dialog box to the left of the ANALYSIS TYPE button and then select Table or Mean as your Analysis 
Type. Then click the ANALYSIS TYPE button. 
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Variable Selection and Analysis Type  
 
After ANALYSIS TYPE is clicked, the selected type appears in the column headed “Analysis Type.”  In the example, 
the means and standard errors will be calculated for the variables HEIGHT and WEIGHT. 
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Defining Model Type  
To incorporate survey design variables in your analysis, highlight the design variable in the Model Variables window. 
Click the arrow on the dialog box to the left of the MODEL TYPE button and select the appropriate design feature—
stratum, cluster or weight. Then click on the MODEL TYPE button. 
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Defining Model Type 

After MODEL TYPE is clicked, the selected design feature appears in the column headed “Model Type.”  In the 
example, FNLWGT2 was assigned as the weight variable, STRATUM as the stratum variable, and PSU as the cluster 
variable. 
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The Describe Contrast Window  

A Describe analysis can be further defined with a contrast statement. Click on the CONTRAST tab and type in the 
contrast variable. In the example, analysis results will be contrasted by respondent sex. Multiple contrasts can also be 
specified (i.e.; SEX RACER) as well as complex contrasts (i.e.; SEX*RACE). 
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 Describe Parameters  
Clicking on the Parameters tab opens the Describe parameter window.  Enter the appropriate parameter value in the 
space to the right of the parameter name.  In the example, the default method of variance estimation, MULT, has been 
retained and the analysis title “ANALYSIS 3” has been added. 
 
 
After you complete entering all parameters, click on the ANALYZE bar at the bottom of the window. This will generate 
the Describe script. The script can be viewed by clicking on the SCRIPT tab. 
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The Describe Script Window  
The Describe script contains instructions entered in the Model Variables, Contrast, and Parameter windows. The script 
can be modified by returning to those windows and entering changes. After entering changes you must once again click 
on the ANALYZE bar in Parameter window to update the script. You can also type script changes directly in the script 
window. 
 
Submit your script for processing by clicking on the SUBMIT bar at the bottom of the Script window. 
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Output Files  
After the script submission is completed, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and time of 
the script submission. Here you will find the results of the Describe procedure. Errors in the submitted script will be 
reported in the describe.log file. If the script was successful, the describe results can be found in Describe.lst. 
 
To open an output file, highlight the output file and click on the File icon at the top left of the SRCware window. In the 
example, describe.lst has been opened. 
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Glossary of Describe Commands 
 
  STRATUM  variable name; 
   variable name is the name of the stratum variable No missing values are allowed for the stratum variable. 
 

CLUSTER  variable name; 
   variable name is the Primary Sampling Unit (PSU) or Sampling Error Computing Unit (SECU) variable. No missing values are 

allowed for the cluster variable.  
 
   WEIGHT variable name; 
   variable name is the sampling weight variable. Sampling weights are usually the product of selection, nonresponse adjustment and 

poststratification weights. No missing values are allowed for the weight variable. 
 
  MODEL method; 

MODEL indicates the variance estimation method to be used. Mult (Default) is useful when there are multiple PSUs within a stratum,  
Pair employs the paired selection method, and Diff employs the successive differences method. You can specify different methods for 
each stratum. 

 
For example,  

MODEL Pair(15,16,17) Diff(20,21,27); 

will use paired differences for strata 15, 16, 17, the successive differences for strata 20, 21,27, and Mult for the rest. 
 
  TABLE variable list; 

This command will produce the weighted proportions and their standard errors for all  
levels of a variable(s). 

   TABLE Race; 
 

 Crosstabulations may be indicated with an asterisk, for example: 
   TABLE Race*Gender; 

 
  MEAN variable list; 
   Means, standard errors, and design effects are calculated for the list of variables following the MEAN keyword.  

 
For example,  

   MEAN BMI Age;  
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will compute the means of BMI and Age.  

 
   On the other hand,  

   MEAN  Var1-Var20; 

will compute the means of all the variables between the "locations" of Var1 and Var20 in the SAS data set. 
     
  BY list;   
       The BY keyword is used in conjunction with the TABLE or MEAN keyword. The  
   analyses will be performed for each level of the variable(s) specified in the BY statement. 
 

For instance,  

TABLE Race; 
    BY Gender;  

will produce the weighted proportion of each Race category for each of the two levels of Gender.  
 

 If variable Agecat is age in 3 categories then  
   TABLE Race; 
     BY Gender Agecat;  

will produce weighted proportion of each Race category for each of the six combinations of Gender and Agecat.  
     

CONTRAST specifications; 
CONTRAST is used in conjunction with the MEAN keyword to compare or estimate linear combinations of cell means or 
proportions. 

 
For example, 

       MEAN Income; 
   CONTRAST Race; 

will produce all the pairwise comparisons of mean Income defined by Race.  If Race has three categories then three pairwise 
comparisons will be produced.  

 
   MEAN Income; 

CONTRAST Race*Gender;  

will produce comparisons of Income means for all combinations of Race and Gender.  
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   MEAN Income; 
   CONTRAST Race (.33 .33 .33);  

will produce the average across the three categories of Race. (If Race has more than three levels then the above statement will produce 
an error message). 

 
You can also specify complicated statements such as  

   MEAN Income; 
   CONTRAST Race(-1 0 1)*Gender(-1 1); 

This can be useful in testing the significance of some preplanned contrasts in an ANOVA setting. 
 
  NOBS number; 

NOBS indicates the number of observations to be used in the analysis. By default all observations in the data set will be used. You 
might use NOBS to subset a large data set while testing your setup file. 

  
            MDATA instruction; 

The keyword MDATA followed by an instruction (STOP/IMPUTE/SKIP) indicates how 
 missing data should be treated by the DESCRIBE module. If MDATA is not included in your setup, cases with missing data will be 
excluded from your analysis. This is equivalent to using the SKIP instruction. 
 

  MDATA STOP; 

will cause the DESCRIBE module to stop if missing data are encountered in any analysis variables. 
    
            MDATA IMPUTE; 

 will impute missing data when used in conjunction with IMPUTE keywords. (See  
  section 4.4 for more on combining IMPUTE and DESCRIBE functions). 
  

  PRINT instruction; 
Indicates the printout desired. The options are STANDARD (default) and DETAILS.  
 
When a DESCRIBE procedure includes the IMPUTE missing-data option (see MDATA above) the DETAILS keyword instructs 
IVEware to print the number and distribution of observed values, imputed values, and combined observed and imputed values for 
each variable.  
 
When a DESCRIBE procedure includes multiple imputations the DETAILS keyword instructs IVEware to print estimates and 
statistics for each imputed data set as well as combined estimates and statistics across the imputed data sets.  
 
The STANDARD DESCRIBE printout does not include imputation results. 
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5. Describe and Impute Combined 
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Adding Impute to the Describe Procedure 

If the data to be analyzed by DESCRIBE contain missing values you can, if you wish, incorporate IMPUTE into the 
DESCRIBE procedure. The data will be imputed prior to performing the DESCRIBE analysis. No imputed datasets 
will be outputted. 
 
To incorporate IMPUTE, click on the MDATA parameter value box in the Describe parameter window and select 
IMPUTE from the pull down menu.  
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Adding Impute to the Describe Procedure  
The DESCRIBE window will now add two new tabs—Impute Model Variables and Impute Parameters. 
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Declaring and Treatment of Imputation  Variables 
 
In the Impute Model Variables window you can declare variable type, restrict imputation variables, and apply value 
bounds to imputed variables. See The Impute Procedure (pages 22-38) for more details.  
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Imputation Parameters 

Imputation parameters are entered in the Impute Parameter Window. In the example, 10 multiple imputations with 5 
iterations are requested. The starting seed is 100. See The Impute Procedure (pages 22-38) for more details.  
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Describe Parameters  

After you complete entering the imputation parameters, return to the original DESCRIBE Parameters window and 
click on the ANALYZE bar at the bottom to update the script with the new imputation instructions. 
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The Describe Script with Imputation Instructions 

After clicking on the Script tab, the script will now include the imputation instructions. Click the SUBMIT bar at 
the bottom of the window and the combined DESCRIBE and IMPUTE script will be submitted for processing. 
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Output Files 
After the script submission is completed, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and 
time of the script submission. Here you will find the results of the Describe procedure. Errors in the submitted script 
will be reported in the impute_describe.log file. If the script was successful the Describe results can be found in 
impute_describe.lst. No imputed data sets will be outputted 
 
To open an output file, highlight the file and click on the File icon at the top left of the SRCware window. In the 
example, impute_describe.lst has been opened. 
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6. The Regress Procedure 
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Selecting the Regress Procedure 

After loading a meta file, click on the REGRESS button. This will open the Model Variables window, listing all variables 
in the loaded meta file. 
 
In this example, MYDATA1 was previously loaded.  The meta file must be loaded before selecting a SRCware procedure 
(see page 7).  
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Variable Selection and Model Type 

To select a variable (s) to be included in your regression model, highlight the variable name, click the arrow on the 
dialogue box  to the left of the VARIABLE TYPE button and choose the variable type—Dependent, Predictor or 
Categorical. Then click on the VARIABLE TYPE button. In the example, DV12 is selected as the model’s dependent 
variable. 
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Categorical Predictors 

Categorical predictors need to be explicitly defined so that SRCware can create dummy variables. Highlight the variable 
name, click on CATEGORICAL in the variable type dialogue box, and then click on the VARIABLE TYPE button. In 
the example, the variable HEALTH was defined as a categorical predictor. 
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Defining Model Type 

To incorporate survey design variables in your analysis, highlight the design variable in the Model Variables window. 
Click the arrow on the dialog box to the right of the MODEL TYPE button and select the appropriate design feature—
stratum, cluster or weight. Then click the MODEL TYPE button. 
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Defining Model Type 
 
After MODEL TYPE is clicked, the selected design feature appears in the column headed “Model Type.” In the example, 
FNLWGT2 was assigned as the weight variable, STRATUM as the stratum variable, and PSU as the cluster variable. 
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The Regress Estimate Window 
 
To estimate values of the dependent variable for specific predictors, click the Estimate tab and directly type the estimate 
statements into the opened window. 
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Regress Parameters 
Clicking on the Parameters tab opens the Regress parameter window. Enter the appropriate parameter value in the space 
to the right of the parameter name. In the example, the defaults for LINK (LINEAR) and MDATA (SKIP) have been 
retained. 
 
After you complete entering all parameters, click on the ANALYZE bar at the bottom of the window. This will generate 
the Regress script. The script can be viewed by clicking on the SCRIPT tab. 
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The Regress Script Window 

The Regress script contains instructions entered in the Model Variables, Estimate, and Parameter windows. The script can 
be modified by returning to those windows and entering changes. After entering changes you must once again click on 
the ANALYZE bar in Parameter window to update the script. You can also type script changes directly in the script 
window. 
 
Submit your script for processing by clicking on the SUBMIT bar at the bottom of the Script window. 
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Output Files 

After the script submission is completed, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and time of 
the script submission. Here you will find the results of the Regress procedure. Errors in the submitted script will be 
reported in the regress.log file. If the script was successful, the Regress results can be found in regress.lst. 
 
To open an output file, highlight the output file and click on the File icon at the top left of the window. In the example, 
regress.lst has been opened. 
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Glossary of Regress Commands 
 

Required or Standard Statements 
  
  DEPENDENT variable name; 

This specifies the name of the dependent variable in the regression model. Dependent variables are assumed to be continuous 
unless the CATEGORICAL keyword is included in the setup file (see below). 
 

PREDICTOR  variable list; 
This specifies the right hand side of the regression model.  Predictor variables are assumed to be continuous unless they are 
defined as CATEGORICAL (see below).  Interaction terms can be specified by using the “*” notation. 

 
For example, 
PREDICTOR Income Age Income*Age; 
 

  LINK model; 
LINK defines the type of regression model to be fit. Specify Linear for fitting a multiple linear regression model, Logistic for 
fitting a logistic (binary) or generalized logistic (polytomous) regression model,  Log for fitting a Poisson regression model for a 
count variable, Tobit for fitting a tobit model or Phreg for fitting Proportional Hazards model (Cox model). 
 

  RUN; 
This should be the last statement in the setup file. 

    
Optional Statements 

 
  STRATUM  variable name; 
   variable name is the name of the stratum variable. No missing values are allowed for the stratum variable. 
 

CLUSTER  variable name; 
   variable name is the Primary Sampling Unit (PSU) or Sampling Error Computing Unit (SECU) variable. No missing values are 

allowed for the cluster variable.  
 
  WEIGHT variable name; 
    variable name is the survey weight variable. Survey weights are usually the product of     
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            selection, nonresponse adjustment and poststratification weights. No missing values are 
   allowed for the weight variable. 
 
  NOTES: 
   1. If the STRATUM, CLUSTER and WEIGHT variable are not specified then a  

     simple random sample analysis will be performed. 

  2. If a design based analysis involves only a WEIGHT variable and no STRATUM or  
    CLUSTER variable then a pseudo stratification variable and a pseudo cluster variable      

       should be used. When using pseudo variables, all observations in the data set should  
       have the same value for the pseudo STRATUM variable (e.g., 1), while each  
       observation should have a unique value on the pseudo CLUSTER variable (e.g.,  
       observation ID number or SAS system variable _N_). The pseudo variables should be  
       created in a SAS data  step prior to performing the analysis.  See the Appendix for an  
       example data step creating pseudo stratification and pseudo cluster variables. The  
       inclusion of pseudo variables will increase the time REGRESS needs for analysis.  
  
  CENSOR variable name (number); 

variable name is a censoring variable, and number is the code indicating censoring. If the number is omitted then by default 1 will 
be considered as the code indicating censoring. The Censor statement is required if the LINK is specified as Phreg. 
 
For example, 
LINK     Phreg; 
DEPENDENT  Survivaltime; 
CENSOR   Died (0); 

In this example,  respondent survival time is predicted censoring on whether or not the respondent died.  
 
  CATEGORICAL variable list; 

declares that the listed variables are to be treated as categorical.  If a variable with  k categories is listed on the CATEGORICAL 
and PREDICTOR statement then k-1 predictors (dummies) will be included in the regression model.  The category with the 
highest code value will be the reference category. 

 
  OFFSETS  count variable(offset variable); 

This statement is used to specify an offsets variable when fitting a Poisson regression model. 
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For example, 
OFFSETS  Injuries(Years); 

   will fit a model predicting the number for injuries occurring per year. 
   
            ID variable name; 

  Specifies the variable to be used as the unique subject identifier. This allows for linking the PREDOUT file (see below) created by 
  the REGRESS module to other files. 

   
  NOINTER; 

This keyword will fit regression models without the intercept term. 
     

ESTIMATES label: specification; 
This is useful for estimating values of the dependent variable for a specific set of covariates or testing hypotheses involving the 
estimated regression coefficients.  

 
For example, suppose that the following regression model is fit: 

1 1 2 2 3 3oY x x x        

If we are interested in predicting Y when 1 2 31, 2 and 0x x x    then we can obtain the 
predicted value and the 95% confidence interval by using the following statement: 

   ESTIMATES   Mylabel : Intercept (1) X1(1)  X2(2); 
 
 

Several estimates can be requested by separating them with “/ ” .   
ESTIMATES  Mylabel1: Intercept (1)  X1(1) X2(2) / 

                    Mylabel2: Intercept (1)  X1(1) X3(1) / 
                    Mylabel3: Intercept (1)  X2(1) X3(1) ; 
 
  BY variable list;   

      The regression analysis will be performed for each level of the variable(s) specified in the BY statement. 
 

For instance,  
   BY Gender;  
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will produce regressions for each of the two levels of Gender.  
 

  
 If  the variable Agecat is age in 3 categories then  

   BY Gender Agecat;  

will produce regressions for each of the six combinations of Gender and Agecat.  
 
 
   NOBS number; 

NOBS indicates the number of observations to be used in the analysis. By default all observations in the data set will be used. You 
might use NOBS to subset a large data set while testing your setup file. 

   
  MDATA instruction; 
   The keyword MDATA followed by an instruction (STOP/IMPUTE/SKIP) indicates how missing data should be treated by the 

REGRESS module. If MDATA is not included in your setup cases with missing data for model variables will be excluded from 
the regression. This is equivalent to using the SKIP instruction.  

 
   MDATA Stop;    
                  will cause the REGRESS module to stop if missing data are encountered for variables in the regression model. 
 
        MDATA Impute; 
   will impute missing data when used in conjunction with IMPUTE keywords. See section 5.4 for more on combining IMPUTE and 

REGRESS functions. 
 
   
  MAXLOGI number; 

Specifies the maximum number of iterative algorithms to be performed in a logistic or multilogit regression model. The default is 
50. This is useful if the Newton-Raphson algorithm used in producing maximum likelihood estimates does not converge after 50 
iterations. This applies to the convergence criterion for the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models. You can check 
whether you have a non-convergence problem by inspecting the log file (e.g.,mysetup.log). 

 
  MINCODI decimal; 
   Specifies the minimum proportional change in any regression coefficient to continue  

the logistic regression iteration process. This applies to the convergence  
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criterion for the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models. 
 

  PRINT instruction; 
Indicates the printout desired. The options are STANDARD (default) and DETAILS.  
 
When a REGRESS procedure includes the IMPUTE missing-data option (see MDATA above) the DETAILS keyword instructs 
IVEware to print the number and distribution of observed values, imputed values, and combined observed and imputed values for 
each variable.  
 
When a REGRESS procedure includes multiple imputations the DETAILS keyword instructs IVEware to print the estimates and 
statistics for each multiple as well as for the combined multiples. 
 
The STANDARD REGRESS printout does not include imputation results. 
line; 
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7. Regress and Impute Combined 
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Adding Impute to the Regress Procedure 
 
If the data to be analyzed by REGRESS contain missing values you can, if you wish, incorporate IMPUTE into the 
REGRESS procedure. The data will be imputed prior to performing the REGRESS analysis. No imputed datasets will be 
outputted. 
 
To incorporate IMPUTE, click on the MDATA parameter value box and select IMPUTE from the pull down menu. 
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Adding Impute to the Regress Procedure 
 
The IMPUTE window will now show two new tabs—Impute Model Variables and Impute Parameters. 
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Declaring and Treatment of Imputation  Variables 
 
In the Impute Model Variables window you can declare variable type, restrict imputation variables, and apply value 
bounds to imputed variables. See The Impute Procedure (pages 22-38) for more details.  
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Imputation Parameters 
 
Imputation parameters are entered in the Impute Parameter Window. In the example, 10 multiple imputations with 5 
iterations are requested. The starting seed is 500. See The Impute Procedure (pages 22-38) for more details.  
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Regress Parameters 
 
After you complete entering the imputation parameters, return to the original REGRESS Parameters window and click on 
the ANALYZE bar at the bottom to update the script with the new imputation instructions. 
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The Regress Script with Imputation Instructions 
 
After clicking on the Script tab, the script will now include the imputation instructions. Click the SUBMIT bar at the 
bottom of the window and your combined REGRESS and IMPUTE script will be submitted for processing. 
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Output Files 
After the script submission is completed, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and time of 
the script submission. Here you will find the results of the Regress procedure. Errors in the submitted script will be 
reported in the regress.log file. If the script was successful the Regress results can be found in regress.lst. No imputed 
datasets will be outputted. 
 
To open an output file, highlight the file and click on the File icon at the top left of the window. In the example, 
regress.lst has been opened. 
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8. The Synthesize Procedure 
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Selecting the Synthesize Procedure 

After loading a meta file, click on the SYNTHESIZE button. This will open the Model Variables window, listing all 
variables in the loaded meta file. 
 
In this example, TEST was previously loaded.  The meta file must be loaded before selecting an SRCware procedure (see 
page 7).   
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Declaring Variable Type 

To declare a variable type, highlight the variable (s) in the Model Variables window. Click the arrow on the dialog box to 
the left of DEFAULT VARIABLE TYPE button and select the appropriate type. Then click on the DEFAULT 
VARIABLE TYPE button.  
 
 

. 
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Declaring Variable Type 

After DEFAULT VARIABLE TYPE is clicked the selected type appears in the column headed “Variable Type.”  In the 
example, nine variables were declared categorical. 
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Selecting Variables to be Synthesized 
 
To select variables to be synthesized, highlight the variables and click on the SYNTHESIZE button.  
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Restricting Synthesized Variables 

To restrict a variable, highlight a variable by clicking on its name and then click the box in the “Restrict” column.  In the 
box,  type in the restriction.  In the example, the variable NUMCIG (Number of Cigarettes Smoked) is restricted to 
SMOKE codes 2 and 3 (Smokers and Former Smokers). 
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Applying Bounds to Synthesized Variables 

To place bounds on a synthesized value, highlight a variable by clicking on its name. Then click the box in the “Bound” 
column and type in the bound instruction. In the example, the synthesized value of YRSSMOKE (Number of Years 
Smoked) must be greater than 0 and less than the respondent’s current age minus 12. Smoking is assumed not to begin 
before the age of 12. 
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Synthesize Parameters 

Clicking on the Parameters tab opens the Synthesize Parameter window. Highlight a parameter by clicking on its name, 
then click the box in the “Value” column and enter the appropriate parameter value.  In this example, the IMPLICATE 
parameter is set to 5 and MULTIPLES is set to 2. Ten synthetic data sets will be outputted, five for each multiple 
imputation.  
  
In the last parameter, DATAOUT, you can specify a name for the outputted files. The default name is Synthesize. 
 
After you complete entering all parameters, click on the ANALYZE bar at the bottom of the window. This will generate 
the synthesize script. The script can be viewed by clicking on the SCRIPT tab. 
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The Synthesize Script Window 

The synthesize script contains instructions entered in the Model Variables and Parameter windows. The script can be 
modified by returning to the Model Variables or Parameter window and entering changes. After entering changes you must 
once again click on the ANALYZE bar in the Parameter window to update the script. You can also type script changes 
directly in the script window. 
 
Submit your script for processing by clicking on the SUBMIT bar at the bottom of the Script window. 
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Output Files 
 
After the script submission is completed, the OUTPUT folder will contain a sub-folder labeled with the date and time of 
the script submission. Here you will find the results of the Synthesize procedure. Errors in the submitted script will be 
reported in the synthesize.log file. If the script was successful the synthesize results can be found in synthesize.lst. 
 
To open an output file, highlight the file and click on the File icon at the top left of the window. In the example, 
synthesize.lst has been opened. 
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Synthesized Data Sets 

After a successful submission of the synthesize script, the synthesized datasets can be found in the DATAOUT folder. The 
example script, calling for two imputations and five implicates, outputted 10 synthesized datasets.  
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Analyzing Synthesized Data Sets    
 
By highlighting the synthesized data sets and clicking the DATAOUT button, the synthesized data sets are loaded and can 
be used in a SRCware analysis procedure.  
 
In the example, 10 synthesized files were loaded and the REGRESS procedure opened.  The files to be analyzed are listed 
at the top of the regress window. (The loaded message lists only the name of the first synthesized data set loaded.) 
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Glossary of Synthesize Commands 
 
Except for the command IMPLICATES which specifies the number synthesized data sets are to be generated, 
SYNTHESIZE commands are the same as those for Impute. 

 
DECLARING VARIABLE TYPES 

SYNTHESIZE requires that the SAS data set variables be defined by type. Six types of variables are recognized by the IMPUTE 
module: continuous, categorical, count, mixed, transfer and drop. If no variable types are specified, all variables will be assumed to 
be continuous. Variable types should be declared before any BOUNDS, INTERACT, or RESTRICT statements (see below). 
 
CONTINUOUS variable list; 

    Variables declared as CONTINUOUS may take on any value on a continuum. Income is an example of a continuous variable. A 
normal linear regression model is used to synthesize the missing values in these variables. You may want to transform the 
variable to achieve normality and then SYNTHESIZE on the transformed scale. After imputation you may re-transform the 
variable back to its original form. 

 
CATEGORICAL variable list; 

    CATEGORICAL variables have values that represent discrete values. Gender is a categorical variable. A logistic or generalized 
logistic model is used to impute missing categorical  values. 

 
MIXED variable list; 

Variables declared as MIXED are both categorical and continuous.  In a mixed variable a value of zero is treated as a discrete 
category, while values greater than zero are considered continuous. Alcohol consumption is an example of a mixed variable. A 
two stage model is use to impute the missing values. First, a logistic regression model is used to impute zero vs. non-zero status. 
Conditional on imputing a non-zero status, a normal linear regression model is used to impute non-zero values. 

 
   COUNT variable list; 

  COUNT variables have non-negative integer values. A Poisson regression model is 
    used to impute the missing values. The number of annual doctor visits is an example  
    of a COUNT variable 

 
DROP variable list; 

Variables listed after the DROP keyword will be excluded from the imputation procedure and will not appear in the imputed data 
set. 

 
   TRANSFER variable list; 
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Variables listed after the TRANSFER keyword are carried over to the imputed data set, but are not imputed nor used as 
predictors in the imputation model. Transfer variables, however, can be used in the RESTRICT and BOUNDS statements (see 
below). ID is an example of a variable that you might want to treat as a transfer variable. 

 
   DEFAULT variable type; 

Variable type can be Continuous, Categorical, Count, Mixed, Transfer or Drop. This keyword declares that by default all the 
variables in the data set should be treated as the variable type. The most efficient use of the DEFAULT statement is to declare 
the most numerous variable type in your data set as the default type, eliminating the need to type a long list of variables. 

 
 

Optional Statements 
 
  RESTRICT variable(logical expression); 

This command is used to restrict the imputation of a variable to those observations that satisfy the logical expression. For instance, 
suppose that the variable Yrssmoke indicates the number of years an individual smoked, and the variable Smoke takes the value 1 
for a current smoker, 2 for a former smoker or 0 for someone who never smoked.  

 
Then the declaration, 

   RESTRICT Yrssmoke(Smoke=1,2); 

will impute Yrssmoke values only for current and former smokers.  It will automatically set Yrssmoke equal to 0 for never 
smokers. 

 
Restrictions on more than one variable may be combined as follows: 

   RESTRICT Yrssmoke(Smoke=1,2) Births(Gender=2) Income(Employed=1); 

When the restriction is not met, the value of the restricted variable will be set to zero for continuous variables and one higher than 
the highest observed code for categorical variables.  

 
  BOUNDS variable (logical expression); 

This keyword is useful for restricting the range of values to be imputed for a variable. 
  

For example, 
   BOUNDS Yrssmoke (> 0,<= Age-12); 

will ensure that the imputed values for Yrssmoke are between 0 and the individual’s Age minus 12. Smoking is assumed not to 
begin before the age of 12.  
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Again, as in the RESTRICT statement more than one variable can be included in the BOUNDS statement. 

 
For example, 

   BOUNDS Yrssmoke (>0,<= Age-12) Numcig(>0); 
 
 Model-Building Statements 
 The following commands are useful in the specification of the imputation model. 
 
  INTERACT variable*variable; 

This keyword enables the users to specify interaction terms to be include in the  
imputation  regression model.  

                 INTERACT Income*Income, Age*Race; 

In this example, the imputation model for all the variables will include a square term for Income and an interaction term of Age and 
Race.  

 
STEPWISE REGRESSION 

    
                     MAXPRED number; OR MAXPRED varlist2 (number); 

Specifies the maximum number of predictor variables to be included as predictors in the regression model.  A step-wise 
regression procedure is used to select the best predictors subject to the maximum number. Setting MAXPRED to a small number 
of predictors will greatly reduce the computational time especially for a very large data sets but the imputations will not be fully 
conditional. 

 
For example, 

 MAXPRED 5; 

 will include the five best predictor variables, the five making the largest contribution to the r-square. 
 
    You can also restrict the number of predictors for selected variables. 

 MAXPRED Income (7) Educ (3); 

 will limit the number of predictors of Income to the seven largest contributors to the r-square, while the number of predictors  
of Educ are limited to the three largest contributors. For other variables, all variables will be used as predictors.  

 
MINRSQD decimal; 
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Specifies the minimum marginal r-squared for a stepwise regression. (Minimum initial marginal r-squared for a logistic 
regression, and minimum initial r-squares for any code being predicted for a polytomous regression.)  This can reduce 
computation time. A small decimal number like 0.005 would build very large regression models whereas 0.25 will include a 
smaller number of predictors in the regression models. If neither MAXPRED nor MINRSQD is set then no stepwise regression 
will be preformed.  
 
MINRSQD 0.01; 

In this example, only variables with minimum additional r-square of 0.01 or higher will be included as predictors. 
 

   MAXLOGI number; 
Specifies the maximum number of iterative algorithms to be performed in a logistic or multilogit regression model. The default 
is 50. This is useful if the Newton-Raphson algorithm used in producing maximum likelihood estimates does not converge after 
50 iterations. This applies to the convergence criterion for the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models. You can 
check whether you have such a non-convergence problem by inspecting the log file (e.g., mysetup.log). 

 
   MINCODI decimal; 

Specifies the minimum proportional change in any regression coefficient to continue the logistic regression iteration process. 
This applies to the convergence criterion for the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models. 

 
  ITERATIONS number; 

Specifies the number of cycles you would like the imputation program to carry out.  You can specify any number greater than or 
equal to 2.  Current investigations show that about 10 cycles are sufficient for most imputations. You may want to experiment with 
several values and check the differences in the resulting analysis. 

 
  IMPLICATES number; 

Indicates the number of synthesized data sets to be created.  By default only a single synthesized data set is generated.   
   
  MULTIPLES number; 

You can perform an imputation within the SYNTHESIZE procedure. Multiple indicates the number of imputations to be performed.  
By default only a single imputation is generated. IMPUTE is processed prior to SYNTHESIZE.  For each multiple, a set of 
synthesized data set are created base on the number of implicates specified. For example, if 2 multiples and 5 implicates are 
specified then 10 synthesized data sets will be created. Five for multiple 1 and  5 for multiple 2; 
 

 
 
  PERTURB instruction; 
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The keyword PERTURB followed by an instruction (COEF/SIR) allows the user to control perturbations of imputed values. By 
default the IMPUTE module will perturb model coefficients using a multivariate normal approximation of the posterior distribution 
and the predicted values using the appropriate regression model conditional on the perturbed coefficients. This is equivalent to using 
the COEF instruction. SIR uses the Sampling-Importance-Resampling algorithm to generate coefficients from the actual posterior 
distribution of parameters in the logistic, polytomous and Poisson regression models  (See Rubin 1987a, Raghunathan and Rubin 
1988, Raghunathan 1994, Gelman, et. al 1995). This is appropriate in situations where normal approximation to the posterior 
distribution is not appropriate. 

 
PERTURB Sir;  

 
  SEED number; 

Specifies a seed for the random draws from the posterior predictive distribution.  Number should be greater than zero. A zero seed 
will result in no perturbations of the predicted values or the regression coefficients.  If the SEED keyword is missing from the setup 
file then the seed will be determined by your computer’s internal clock. 
 

  NOBS number; 
NOBS indicates the number of observations to be used in the analysis. By default all observations in the data set will be used. You 
might use NOBS to subset a large data set while testing your setup file. 

 
  OFFSETS count variables (offset variable) ; 

This statement is used to specify an offsets variable when fitting a Poisson regression model. 
 
For example, 
OFFSETS  Injuries(Years); 

   will fit a model predicting the number for injuries occurring per year. 
 
  PRINT instruction; 

Indicates the printout desired. The options are STANDARD, DETAILS, COEF, and ALL.  
 
For the IMPUTE procedure, the STANDARD and DETAILS keywords instruct IVEware to print the number and distribution of 
observed values, imputed values, and combined observed and imputed values for each variable.  
 
The keyword COEF instructs IMPUTE to also print the unperturbed and perturbed coefficients for each iteration of each multiple 
imputation. When the ALL keyword is used, in addition to the above, the coefficient covariance matrix for each iteration of each 
multiple imputation is also printed. 
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IMPUTE also printouts a list of the variables used in the imputation model with columns indicating the number of observed cases 
and the number of imputed cases for each of the variables. 
 
The third column of the variable list, labeled “double counted,” is to be used for diagnostic purposes. This entry should be zero. A 
non-zero entry indicates that the imputed value of a restricting variable has caused the observed value of a restricted variable to be 
set to the restricted value (zero for continuous variables, one higher than the highest observed code for categorical variables; see 
RESTRICT above). This usually indicates a mis-specification of the restriction or an inconsistency in the observed data. In either 
case, you need to run a data step before the imputation to check the appropriateness of the restriction or correct the data 
inconsistency.  
 
For example, if the variable SMOKE, indicating whether or not a respondent smokes, is missing and the variable YRSMK, 
indicating the number of years the respondent has smoked, is observed, then logically the respondent should be classified as a 
smoker. If  SMOKE is not given a value indicating the respondent is a smoker in a SAS data step prior to imputation, the missing 
value could possibly be imputed to a nonsmoker value, causing IMPUTE to change the observed value for YRSMK to zero.  
 

 


